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the following texts have been chosen in in previous years I1 have spent
answer to the basic question how can I1 considerable according to some of my
teach a foreign or second language students too much time on diachronic
pparticularlytitularlyticularlyticularlyariy english TESL methodology synchronic methods

have often received less time than they
some of the texts are primarily focussed should have been given in the future I1

on theories of language or theories of intend to concentrate on just three historical
language learning approach see richards & figures erasmus Comenius and locke and
rodgers 198211982 some are primarily then cover stem 1983 during the remainder
concerned with a definition of linguistic or of the first half of the course
socioculturalsocio cultural content or with a
specification of the roles of after midtermmid term wewillcewillwe will be workigworkie with
learnersteachersmaterialsleamersteachersmaterials design with oileroller and richard amatos 1983 anthology
others the preoccupation of the writers has the choice of a text to complement stern
been with procedure descriptions of was difficult I1 considered blair 1982 and
techniques and practices in formal some of the excellent british texts such as
instructional settings I1 have indicated what I1 brumfit and johnson 1979 or harmer
perceive to be the relative importance 1983 which we are currently using in our
accorded to these three aspects of LTM an undergraduate methodology courses or
uppercaseupper case letter signifies that the littlewood 19811981 1I settled on my final
importance is greater a lowercaselower case letter choice because it is so comprehensive in its
that it is lesser than in other texts prices if coverage of a wide variety of approaches
available were current in 1985 they are in designs and techniques
canadian dollars american prices should be
about 70 of those given T means that I1 the notional functional approach
have not seen the book yet originating in europe will be studied with

the help of some articles I1 have collected
oilersollers and richard amatos anthology does

who is this bibliography for not provide sufficient information on it for a
thorough understanding

it was written for my graduate class in
TESL methodology the students have all how can I1 tell if a book will be
had two undergraduate courses in TESL suitable for my purposes
methodology but they may have done them
ten or more years ago using textbooks there are three degrees of importance
written several years before that the required assigned to each of the three aspects of a
text for the course is HH david stems method of language teaching as defined by
magnificently comprehensive book richards and rodgers 1982 A dash a
fundamental concepts in language lower case letter and an uppercaseupper case letter
teaching oxford univaersity press 1983 obviously there are many possible
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combinations of the three aspects and their ministry of education review and
relative importance evaluation bulletins vol 7 no 5 80

ppap 1501.50150
the titles of the books and their sub-

titles
Aad I1

are an indication of their content and
the number of pages gives an idea of their candlin christopher ed 1981 the
depth and breadth of coverage communicative teaching of english

principles and an exercise typology

the bibliography london longman 229 ppap 119511.951195
A DDPPI

alienallenailen JPB and S pit corder eds 1974 celce murciamurdamurua marianne and lois mcintoshmclntosh
techniques in applied linguistics vol 3 eds 1979 teachigteaching english as a second
of the edinburgh course in applied massor foreign language rowley
linguistics london oxford university newbury house 408 ppap 274527.452745press 366 ppap AD P
ADPA D P

diller karl C 1978 the language teaching
asher james J 1983 and2nd edition learning controversy and2nd ed rowley mass

another language through actions the newbury househouse174174 ppap 18.851885
complete teachers guidebook los gatos A Ddpp
california oak productionssky over harmer jeremy 1983 the practice of
117 us1195US 1195ppap english language teaching londonaapAadpd PI longman 252 ppap 167516.751675

AADPD pap1
blair robert W ed 1982 innovative

approaches to language teaching rowley holden susan 1981 drama in language
mass newbury house 257 ppap 274527.452745 teaching london longman 132 ppap
aapAadpd p 8708.70870

a ddpP
brumfit christopher 1984 communicative

methodology in language teaching the holden susan 1983 second selections
roles of accuracy and fluency 166 ppap from modern english teacher london
164016.401640 longman 132 ppap 146514.651465
AADPD PI pap1P

johnson keith 1982 communicative
brumfit christopher J and K M johnson syllabus design and methodology oxford

eds 1979 the communicative approach pergamon 230 ppap 18.001800
to language teaching oxford oxford A Ddpp
university press 243 ppap 147014.701470
aapAadpD p johnson keith and keith morow eds

1981 communication in the classroom
applications and methods for abryne donn 1980 english teaching communicative approach londonperspectives london longman longman 152 11.501150ppap204204pp 146514.651465appp aapaadpD P

AADPD PI
kelly louis 1969 twentyfivetwenty five centuries of

canale michael and menillmerrillmen illiiilii swain 1979 language teaching rowley mass
communicative approaches to second newbury house 474 ppap 257525.752575
language teaching and testing ontario a ddpPI
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krashen stephen D and tracy D terrellTenrell new york oxford university press 399
1983 the natural approach language ppap 15.951595
acquisition in the classroom oxford aapPIP
pergamonsanPergamonSan francisco alemany 191

savignon sandra 1983 communicativeppap 179317.931793
AAPPIP corVetcompetenceence theory and classroom practice

texts and contexts in second language
littlewooddewoodLit william 1981 communicative learning reading mass addison

language teaching an introduction wesley 322 ppap 248024.802480
cambridge cambridge university press adaiadpiA dp
108 164016.401640ppap stevick earlearieariaeariwW 1980 teaching languagesaapAadpd PI A way and ways rowley mass

livingstone carol 1983 role play in newbury house 304 ppap 257525.752575
language learning london longman 94 A ddpP
ppap 9209.20920 stevick earl W 1982 teaching andaapAadpd PI learning languages cambridge cambridge

mackey williamwffliam francis 1965 language university press 215 ppap 16.401640
teaching analysis london longman aapAadpd PI

554pp white ronald V 1983 the english
AADPD PI teachers handbook london harrap

maley alan and alan duff 1982 drama
techniques in language learning 2ndand ed willis jane 1981 teaching english
cambridge cambridge university press through english a course in classroom
234 ppap 164016.401640 language and techniques london
aapadpadp1 longman 192 ppap 167516.751675 cassette

moorwoodmoorewoodMoorwood helen 1978 selections from 220022.002200
aapPIPmodern english teacher london

longman 108 ppap 146514.651465 winitz harris ed the comprehension
PIP approach to toforeignforeign language instsructioninsisruction

rowley mass newbury house 307
oileroller john W jr and P A richard amato

257525.752575eds 1983 methods that work a ppap
AADPD PIsmorgasbord of ideas for the language

teacher rowley massnewburymass newbury house
440 ppap 291529.152915 reference
AADPD P richards jack C & ted rodgers 1982

paulston christina B and mary N bruder method approach design and procedure
1976 teaching english as a second TESOL quarterly 162153168162153162 153168153 168
language techniques and procedures
cambridge mass winthrop 255 ppap about the authoraapPIP

dr palmer acheson has been involved in
raimes ann 1983 techniques in teaching the teaching and learning of languageslanguagesfor for

writing new york oxford university over twenty years on four continents over
press 164 ppap 7357.35735 the past decade at concordia university in
adp1a dp montreal and elsewhere in canada he has

rivers wilga M and mary S temperley trained many hundreds of teachers in the
1978 A practical guide to the teaching of methods of teaching english as a second
english as a second or orforeignforeign language language


